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Burlington Planning Commission 

Special Meeting 
Tuesday, April 18, 2017, 6:30 P.M. 

Conference Room 12, City Hall, 149 Church Street 

Minutes 
 
 

Commissioners Present: A Montroll, B Baker, Y Bradley, E Dunn, A Friend, E Lee, H Roen, J Wallace-Brodeur 

Staff: D White, M Tuttle 

 

I. Agenda 

No changes. 

II. Public Forum  

 

III. Report of the Chair 

No report.  

IV. Report of the Director 
Out of office April 20-May 1, 2017. 

V. Public Hearing: Proposed ZA-17-10 Green Roof Lot Coverage 

The Chair opened the hearing at 6:35pm and closed it at 6:35pm with no public comment.  

The Commission unanimously approved a motion by H Roen, seconded by A Friend, to forward the 

amendment and the required report with recommendation to the City Council.  

VI. Public Hearing: Proposed ZA-17-11 Emergency Shelters 

D White: City’s current ordinance did not specifically address emergency shelters; instead treated them as a 

community house, which created problems. Purpose of this amendment is to fill the gap and create a short-

term residential occupancy use with associated requirements for density, length of stay, management and what 

zoning districts permitted.  

The Chair opened public hearing at 6:38pm. 

Stephen Marshall: Advocate on Chittenden County Homeless Alliance, on grounds of lived experience. Glad to 

hear that the 60-day limit on shelters does not impact existing shelters. Creating a rule for emergency shelters 

is positive, but Commission may not fully understand impact of a 60-day limit. This puts another burden on 

person who is already struggling to make other arrangements; limit should instead be on institution who is 

housing them to get them into alternative treatment or permanent living arrangements.  
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Gerald: Need to have more case management and discharge planning, starting from the time clients hit the 

shelter. Can’t warehouse people and not provide any services.  

Jason Williams: COTS is the only shelter, and really need more affordable housing. Can’t people out after a 

defined period of time and expect them to have everything they need. Don’t have enough case managers.  

Matt Phinson: Is the limit on stay just for 60-days, or can clients leave for a period of time and then come back 

for another 60 days? Getting housing and a job in Burlington in 60 days is nearly impossible even if you are not 

coming from a place of homelessness or other challenges. 

Mark: Shelter gives a safe place while working through issues and finding housing. 60 days is an impossible 

limit.  

Michelle Connelly: 60-days is a short window, but should add a requirement that clients are actively seeking 

employment, housing, services, etc. to stay. See both sides of the issue, because there are people that are 

trying, and others that take advantage.  

Marcy Esbjerg, CEDO: Three years ago when trying to set up the warming shelter, didn’t want to deal with 

additional regulations to become a community house, but had no time to create a new regulation. CHC and 

CHT fully support this amendment, touched by the compassion of the Commission. Concern about the time 

limit, but this is necessary because it is an emergency shelter. If no limit, they become permanent housing and 

are covered under community house. If it was easy to put people in housing in 60 days, they would be in 

housing; a lot of issues impact how long it can take to move on from a shelter. Hopeful that the Commission 

can incorporate a level of humanity in this amendment and still recognize the short-term nature of emergency 

shelters. 

David Przepioski, VT Workers Center: Some shelters permit stays up to 2 years, but hearing rumors that may go 

back to 6 months. Can’t even believe that any would be limited to 60 days.  

Gerald: Biggest issue is what clients do during stay. Need practitioners that can motivate and assist.  

Mark: Provide instruction to clients. 

Evan Flynn: Read this as 60 consecutive days. Therefore, time limit is pointless, because shelter might send the 

person away for a day and then the clock will restart, similar to how they move people to avoid tenant’s rights 

laws that kick in after 28 days.  

Matt Phinson: Who is responsible for monitoring the time limit? In winter, 60 days is especially problematic, 

because being kicked out in winter is life threatening even for one night. 

Steven Marshall: A lot of what has been said is not the Commission’s purview, but hope when you are talking 

with people that operate institutions in this town, need to be aware that we can improve those institutions. 

The hearing was closed at 7:05pm.  

E Lee: Has COTS weighed in on this?  

Marcy: asked for participation by all shelter providers, but just CHC and CHT participated. This would not 

impact COTs existing shelters. This ordinance means shelters either go under short-term, emergency shelter or 

for longer term, as a community house.  

D White: About creating the whole range. Right now only option is community house which anticipates 

permanent residency. This creates a lower threshold for short-term occupancy, which is longer than other 

short-term residences which have a threshold of 30 days.  

Y Bradley: Originally proposed to address need in the cold months, and facilitate one opening quickly, rather 

than holding it up because of our regulations. Does not say that all shelters have a 60-day limit; still 
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accommodating community shelters with longer-term stay and client services. This was really geared toward 

filling a gap and providing resource for crisis, to get out of the cold, and then get clients to the next level of 

housing/services. 

B Baker: We know supply of housing is not there for all types of units. Community houses have evolved, but 

our zoning didn’t. Will recommend Ordinance Committee looks at community house restrictions and 

definitions, too. This amendment adds to the supply of where and what kind of shelters we can have, but need 

to look at other definitions and make sure they’re opening more opportunities. 

H Roen: Why two tier limit, instead of just saying 240 days? 

A Montroll: Trying to create a distinction that this is for emergencies, not long-term stay. 

J Wallace-Brodeur: Are there other regulations that would kick in if the stay was longer than 60-days? As is 

doesn’t seem appropriate when you have 4-6 months of cold weather. If we allow it to be extended by 180 on 

the outside, then don’t see the need for 60-day limit in the first place.  

Marcy: Original proposal did not have a limit. Would be in favor of 180 days, which is appropriate for climate. 

B Baker: Time limit seems irrelevant, because deferring to the professionals who run them and the residents 

using them.  

JWB: If there is no regulatory reason for the 60-day limit, feels like an operational decision rather than a land 

use issue.  

D White: Limit is necessary to distinguish from community house. Maybe the appropriate timeframe is 180-

days. 

Y Bradley: This is about housing stock for emergencies. Reverse it to 180-days with possible 60-day extension. 

The Commission unanimously approved a motion by E Lee, seconded by Y Bradley, to change item d to allow a 

stay up to 180 days, with 60-day extension, and to forward the amendment with the required report to the City 

Council with recommendation. 

E Lee: Reached out to COTs to make sure that they know this is going to Council if they would like to weigh in. 

A Friend: Underscore that this board doesn’t tell service providers what services to provide, but trying to help 

set a definition of an emergency shelter.  

VII. Public Hearing: Proposed ZA-17-12 CDO Technical Corrections 

The Chair opened the hearing at 7:26pm, and closed it at 7:26pm with no public comment. 

M Tuttle: S Gustin send communication regarding another technical amendment. This one refers to the timing 

of the daycare/preschools amendment. They are not discussed as a use in the new NAC-Cambrian rise, and not 

mentioned in parking standards. S Gustin recommends keeping consistent with all other NAC’s. 

A Montroll: This wasn’t warned; it feels more substantive than technical. Not in favor of adding.  

D White: Another correction is regarding the use of Footnote 8 in Appendix A. Scott missed one spot where 

that needs to be removed in the RH district in the Appendix A.  

The Commission unanimously approved a motion by A Friend, seconded by J Wallace-Brodeur, to remove 

Footnote 8 from RH in Appendix A, and forward the amendment and required report to City Council with 

recommendation. 
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VIII. Public Hearing: Proposed ZA-17-13 Signage Illumination in the ELM 

D White: Was originally included in technical corrections, PC decided it was substantive. Corrects the conflicts 

about whether or not illumination was allowed in enterprise districts. 

The Chair opened the hearing at 7:33pm. 

Pat Burns: City Market requested this and is in favor. 

The hearing was closed at 7:34pm. 

H Roen: Are there other guidelines for putting up lighted signage? 

D White: Needs a zoning permit, but may be approved administratively if it meets the City’s lighting standards 

and dimensions. 

J Wallace-Brodeur: So this no longer distinguishes between interior and exterior lighting? 

M Tuttle: Correct. There was a previous staff interpretation that exterior was ok, but not interior. This treats 

them all the same. 

E Lee: Want to revisit lighting standards for the City; they are outdated and there are better options to be dark 

skies compliant. 

D White: This is an update that is on staff’s list and becoming increasingly important as we work with applicants 

to interpret and comply. 

The Commission unanimously approved a motion by B Baker, seconded by A Friend, to forward the 

amendment and required report to City Council with recommendation.  

Motion to refer with recommendation and report by BB. 2nd AF. All in favor. 

IX. Municipal Bylaw Amendment Report ZA-16-12  

D White: Commission recommended this amendment last fall, and it has been worked on by Council Ordinance 

Committee.  In the meantime, two boundary line adjustments were completed on Frank von Turkovich’s and 

UVM’s properties. The Commission recommended this on the premise that the district boundary should follow 

boundary lines, and the Council Ordinance Committee concurs. Therefore, because the boundaries have 

changed, this is being referred back to the Commission if it would like to make comments. Staff recommends 

no changes to the required report. 

E Lee: Seems like Commission action to change zoning drove the subdivision in order to avoid the intention of 

the rezoning. 

S Bushor: Not totally. FVT subdivision was driven by needing a larger lot to accommodate development 

proposal. The change in zoning district didn’t drive this because Institutional and RM zoning are the same 

permitted density. UVM, however, was concerned about the potential impact on its master plan for Trinity 

Campus. Pleased with this compromise; it is about reflecting and protecting what is on the ground.  

L Ravin: UVM wants to keep as much of their property institutionally zoned, but also want to protect the 

neighbors. This adjustment made the new lot as small as possible so that the residential use on Fletcher Place 

cannot expand. Keeping institutional zoning intact helps keep the University from straying outside of the 

institution’s boundaries. 

B Butani: Support this compromise.  

J Wallace-Brodeur: Commission has no need to do anything. Glad that a solution that makes all happy was 

worked out. 
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X. Permit Reform Study  

D White provided an overview of this effort which included P&Z, DPW, Code Enforcement, Inspection Services, 

Fire Marshall, BED and Water Resources. Goal is about consistency, transparency, efficiency and predictability in 

development permitting. Summarized the report about strengths and things that are key to be improved. 

Separate recommendations about the historic preservation will come at a later time. 

B Baker: What is the process moving forward. Would like to get involved in some solutions for this.  

DEW: Council will hear on May 1. Commission should have a more detailed conversation about 

recommendations it wishes to make to Council. Council will then take action on the report and establish a 

working group in June. These things will take place over time; need to parse out what we can do, when and 

how to resource it.  

A Montroll: Commission will make comments during the May meeting.  

XI. planBTV Downtown Code  

A Montroll: Process reengaged last night with joint presentation to Commission and Council. Will have another 

joint committee meeting May 1, will discuss what it wants to do with draft. Will then refer to Commission, who 

will review and recommend to Council. If the committee believes it needs more work, agreed that Commission 

and Council Ordinance Committee will not each conduct their own tweaks and edits. Needs to be more public 

engagement. Council and Mayor will do a larger public meeting outside the typical public hearing when it 

comes to them.  

D White: Past year has served as a test of the code in the context of the DMUC overlay and the redevelopment 

of the Burlington Town Center. Performed really well, but did highlight a few things to tweak before adoption.  

XII. Committee Reports  

No reports. 

XIII. Commissioner Items 

May 10 meeting will be moved to May 16. 

XIV. Minutes & Communications 

The Commission unanimously approved a motion by Y Bradley, seconded by J Wallace-Brodeur, to approve the 

March 28, 2017 minutes and accept communications.  

XV. Executive Session  

At 8:22pm, the Commission unanimously approved a motion by B Baker, seconded by Y Bradley, to convene an 

executive session to discuss a personnel matter.  

At 8:36pm, the Commission unanimously approved a motion by B Baker, seconded by J Wallace-Brodeur, to 

adjourn the executive session.  

XVI. Adjourn 

The Commission unanimously approved a motion by A Friend, seconded by H Roen, to adjourn the meeting at 

8:37pm.  
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________________________________________________    Signed: May 17, 2017 

Andy Montroll, Chair 

 

 
_________________________________________________  

Submitted by: Meagan Tuttle, Comprehensive Planner 

 


